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jfrom the J£bitor 
tlr"'his issue is dedicate~ to my ~abulous Pro~ethean editorial staff -
.. ..l.!..- Charlotte, John, Michael, Tun, and Jarrue. They had a real vision 
of what they wanted The Promethean to be, and their creativity and 
artistry show on every page. In addition, you will find their names as 
bylines alongside many of the works in this issue, since they are all 
talented artists in their own right. 
So thanks, gang, see you next semester. And best of luck to Charlotte 
as she graduates and goes on to new adventures. We'll miss you! 
Artwork by Nicole LaPage 5 ch/uter 
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Seed of Love 
Pam VanDenBroek 
roy mother's bright smile 
roy father's gende hug 
her comforting fragrance 
his protective glance 
they laugh and look at one another 
i grin and clasp roy hands 
so glad they love each other so 
i hear stories in my absence 
they frolic in renewed youth 
an empty household 
daughters gone 
no extra dishes 
no extra laundry 
litde noise 
perhaps a bit of loneliness 
they turn to each other 
strengthening their bond 
i look inside myself 
their love is a seed within me 
i see its potential 
i look up to see them 
occupied in each other's eyes 
i am no longer a child 
but a product of love 
soon to bloom 
3 
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llerl~lltDCis,ot~:st ote-.n jesters 
. .P waters oflife<my child sw·i ms. 
Sll·im to me little one, see your father smi:le 
my child, my love 
through Sublime i koow·life. 
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The Clock on the Wall 
Charlotte Evensen 
~ he sits staring at the clock on the wall. It is half 
;;:zJ past One. She had been here for exactly 45 min-
utes. Forty-five slow minutes during which she had 
filled form after every form recounting her birthdate, 
her weight, her eye color . . . the medical history of 
herself and her family. That had been the toughest 
part of the day, filling out the information for her family. 
She did not even know her mother's birth date for 
goodness' sake. Worse things could happen, she sup-
posed. She looks around here. The people working 
here had tried to make this place more cheery, she 
observed. The wall was a calming yellow, the kind chil-
dren use to describe the color of sun. She supposed 
the blue flowery border added a sort of enchantment. 
A feeling that what she was about to do was naturaL 
She moved her eyes from the borders to the square-
shaped table in the middle of the room. All sorts of 
magazines piled around it. A lot having to do with the 
health of women, some having to do with beauty, and 
a few nothing in particular. Just general entertainment 
of movie star life and other sorts of useless things. 
She wondered how much it cost the office to keep up 
all of these subscriptions. It was probably a drop in 
the bucket considering the cost of furnishing this place 
with all of this cherry wood. Still, what a waste of 
money. 
Her eye finally stopped to rest on the receptionist. She 
was a beautiful woman, this girL Almost picture-per-
fect in her contoured sophistication. She was wearing 
a lavender spotted with yellow scarf tied to the side of 
her throat. She probably dressed to match the decor 
of the office--calm-collected seemed the official 
theme. Her short hair-cut was curled to bounce in tight 
rivulets across her cheekbones every time she turned 
her face even slightly. This receptionist was petite, al-
most to the point of nonexistence. She was indeed a 
beautiful decoration. 
She did not realize she was staring at the receptionist 
until the woman spoke. ''Ms. James, are you having 
second thoughts?" 
"No, I am just wondering when I can go in to see the 
doctor?" 
''You are next;' the girl-woman answered. "In fact, 
the nurse is on her way to get you. Are you ready?" 
"More or Less." She breathed uncertainly. "It is just 
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that I have to be someplace at six o'clock tonight and 
I don't want to be late;' she added hurriedly. 
"On, no problem. The entire procedure will not take 
more than three hours. It ... " 
She trailed off as the nurse walked through the door 
to call for the next patient. 
"Sarah, Sarah James?'' 
"I guess that is me." She picked up her bag. Nodded 
to the receptionist and followed the nurse down the 
wide subdued hallway. 
They entered a quiet little room. It was an off-white. 
A discreet color, she thought. Probabjy a good thing too. I 
don Z think thry want to burden the patient with the harsh reality 
of what might be happening. 
''Ms. James, do you mind if I call you Sarah? No? Okay. 
Well, Sarah, we need you to put on this robe. Isn't this 
yellow a nice color? I always hate those white robes, 
they are so sterile. Oh and by the way, I need you to 
take these pills. Here is a glass of water. You can just 
put it by the bedside when you are finished." 
She wondered how long it would take the medicine to 
work. How long would it take for her to fall asleep and 
stop wondering about this child she was not going to 
have ... 
She woke up uncertain about where she was. There 
was something shadowy in front of her eyes. She could 
not quite make out what it was, a silhouette of some 
kind. 
''Ms. James, Sarah? Are you awake? Can you hear me?" 
She wondered if she should say something. It seemed 
easier somehow to keep her eyes closed and stay in 
this warm haze she found herself in. At least for a few 
minutes, it was important to hang onto this unreality 
before it faded away. 
''Yes, I'm awake. I'm just having a little trouble open-
ing t;n-Y eyes," she answered quietly. 
"That is okay. It should go away in a few minutes. Is 
there anyone on file that I should call to pick you up?" 
1'lr he woman's incessant questions were beginning 
\tll to annoy her. Why couldn't she just leave her 
alone so she could pull her thoughts together? 
"I will take a taxi, thank you." 
5 4
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' 'Well, okay, I will come to check on you in a while. 
Rest here for as long as you need to and then push this 
button when you are ready. I will call a cab for you 
then." 
Sarah waited until the woman had completed adjust-
ing the blinds to a slightly open position. It was too 
stifling to remain here, she thought. She may as well 
return to someplace more familiar. 
"I would actually like that cab right now," she said hur-
riedly. 
''Well, okay. That can be arranged, too. Your clothes 
are right beside you; come out when you are ready. 
The taxi will be waiting." 
Sarah lay in bed for a few more minutes. She waited to 
go back to the hazy existence of perfection she had 
·experienced for a few precious minutes. She could not 
recapture that feeling. She sat up in her bed. She felt a 
bit disoriented. That was from the drugs she supposed. 
All that was left to do was for her to put on her cloth-
ing and leave this room. She stood from the bed, wait-
ing a few seconds for the dizziness to disappear. Things 
would work out for the best, she thought. 
She put on her flowery long skirt. It was a pale blue 
with small burgundy flowers patterned throughout. She 
put on her pale blue camisole and the burgundy blazer 
that went on top of that. The colors around her rose 
to her eyes with a sort of brilliance they never had 
before. She thought that it was the sunlight streaming 
through the blinds that was contributing to this sur-
real nature of things. Her walk to the window was 
slow and painful. It was as if she was heading off to 
face some sort of realization. 
"Shake yourself out of it, Sarah, it is just a window." 
She chided hersel£ 
~ omething compelled her to lift the blinds all the 
~ way and look outside to the world below. The 
picture gazing back at her was her own reflection. A 
young woman's face, oval and calm. This womari had 
cheekbones that were rounded and pleasant. Her 
mouth formed the usual arc. It was the eyes, her eyes 
that were unusual. They were wide black orbs with 
tears streaming down the sides of their lids. Her tears 
were lonely rivers wandering down a familiar, uncer-
tain face. 
She realized the reason for the brilliance of the colors 
around her. It made sense now, the sheen surrounding 
all she envisioned. She was crying. Crying for the life 
she had lost, the child she had rejected from her being. 
7b er tears became scalding lines condemning her 
?J:i/ every thought, her every action. She could not 
stop them. Neither could she stop the constricting of 
her chest with every breath she took. She wondered 
how that being inside her had felt. Had it felt this torn 
apart? Was there a recognition on its part about what 
had been going on while she had been in blissful sleep? 
"Ms. James, your taxi is here." A voice accompanied 
the brusque knocking on the door. She wiped her eyes 
attempting to ebb the tears. She opened the door, 
mumbled a hurried thanks as she passed the recep-
tionist and headed outside the automatic doors and 
into the taxi 
"Is there any place in particular that you would like to 
go, young lady?" a gruff voice asked. 
She wondered if he knew what she had done. She 
wondered what he would say if she told him to never 
stop driving. What would happen if she begged him 
to keep moving forward and never go back in any di-
rection? 
"1236 Winding Lane, and please take Interstate to get 
there." She knew he wondered at that comment, usu-
ally passengers tried to save money by requesting the 
shortest way possible. 
''Yes, ma'am." 
She looked at the roads rushing by. She wondered at 
how life worked itself out in nature. She wondered 
how nature could allow herself to be perverted by all 
these unnatural things-unnatural buildings made of 
cold cement, unnatural roads, made specifically to con-
tain nature into a controllable environment. She won-
dered about the people living along these roads. Did 
they feel themselves affected by how they lived? Even-
tually she realized she wasn't crying any more. If she 
concentrated enough on the external world, the reality 
of the act was no longer relevant. 
"That is 25 dollars, ma'am." 
"Thank you," she answered. "Thank you very much 
for the ride." She turned and walked into her building, 
rode the elevator and entered her apartment. It was 
much as she left it Neat, simple, unencumbered. It 
was necessary that life remain that way. 
She remembered her appointment at six o'clock. It 
seemed so far away. 
She looked up at the clock on the wall. It was time to 
leave. 
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Birth Ritual 
Michael Schultz 
Light at the end of the tunnel, 
Pushed through a fleshy funnel. 
Into the warm arms, 
Waiting charms, 
Of an alien world. 
Lightfillsthisplaceunknown 
End product of a seed once sown, 
Helpless outside, 
And he cried 
In this alien world. 
Many warm and caring hands, 
Attend to all of his demands 
Helpless and blind, 
But it's kind 
This new alien world. 
The residue of passing stays 
In this new child for days. 
Given in birth, 
To this Earth, 
To this alien world. 
Eyes start unfolding to the sun, 
A brand-new life has just begun. 
Begins through his cries, 
To realize, 
It's his. alien world. 
7 
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Recipe for Nasty Little Boys 
Jamie Hasenkamp 
2 moldy cow pies 
4 dead horse flies 
6 drops of snail's goo 
5 pieces of gum, already chewed 
4 scrapes of smoker's plaque 
1 handful of Nickelodeon Gak 
1 pair of smelly sox 
10 scabs from chicken pox 
12 rags of fat guy's sweat 
10 strings from an old fishing net 
8 hairy spider's legs 
2 empty beer kegs 
Take all this stuff and mix it in. 
Make sure it's not too thick and not too thin. 
Think of all your scariest, most terrifying dreams. 
POOF! You have the little boys that make young girls scream. 
Photograpi?J by Ayako Watanabe 
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Slice of Life 
Karen Thompson 
I walk down to the bus, and get on. 
Dark windows offer me no chance to look out to 
the grey sky. 
Inside, dark; outside, lighter, but not light. 
It's twilight. 
Window's open a little, so I can see. 
Focus on the light, see through the pane. 
There's no pane there, no dark window to blur the 
vision and reflect only the inside. 
See the outside, not focus in, not. 
Outside, bright, cheerful lights are on the trees, 
And I see people enjoying themselves. 
We all watch as we go by, then watch ourselves again. 
Look out the untinted window, the free air, and see 
life. 
I get off at my stop, and when I get on again, it's 
more crowded. 
I've been talking with a friend, but have to go back. 
We say goodbye, and I stare at the black again. 
Black comes between us, but hopefully not for long. 
More people now, but just focus on the people and 
you'll be fine. 
Getting close to home, now; start watching for the 
SJ.gll. 
Say goodbye, and come home where it should be 
safe and bright. 
Into the room, but my mind's still out there in a 
slice of life: 
A bus keeps on traveling this night. 
Struggle 
Niecee Madrigal 
I wake up every day to the nightmare that took my basketball season from me. 
I struggle every day overcoming the obstacles I must face. 
I sit, stand, and lie in pain, unable to wish it away. 
I keep thinking that nothing could be worse than what I'm facing right now. 
?How selfish can I be? 
I woke up the other morning to a bright golden sunrise. 
I did not struggle to see it, because God has blessed me with a pair of eyes. 
I sat there later that afternoon with my hand out in front of me. 
I took deep breaths of fresh air, and sprinkles of rain dropped into my hand. 
Not once did 
I struggle to smell the air or feel the rain. 
I lay in bed later that night looking out the window up at the stars. 
I fell asleep to the sound of music playing on the radio. Needless to say, 
I did not struggle to hear it. The next day, 
I woke up in prayer thanking God for the gift of life. 
I will overcome this minor setback with His help. 
He will make me stronger. 
Fall 1998 fl The Promethean 9 6
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The End of Childhood 
John Thomas Standley 
The River flows through the valley. Birds chirp, grass 
grows. Somewhere upstream, a branch bends, pre-
paring to break away from its mother tree and float 
down the River. Lives flow down that River. A guest 
of wind rises, scattering the drying leaves across the 
ground. And Everyman is there, on the bank of the 
River. The River knows not his purpose, not does it 
care. It simply exists, flowing, turning, carrying away 
what it can as it goes. 
Everyman speaks, River! River, I have come. 
A soft gurgle is the River's only reply. 
I have come to visit The Father, who you took from me. 
The sun sinks slowly, showering Everyman in a bar-
rage of colors, first from the sky, then as if an an-
swer reflecting off the River. The River's answer is 
blinding to him, but he was blinded long before now. 
Blinded by fear, by hatred. Blinded by the death of 
The Father. 
I had a dream, River. A dream about The Father and you. 
I was standing here, gazing into you, when night jelL I heard 
a voice and called out, 
'Who is there?" 
'54 friend, " the voice said. 
And I saw a figure, here with me. I thought perhaps this was 
some stranger, but something about him was familiar. 
"Walk with me, I mqy be able to help you," the person said. 
We walked for hours, and as of yet, I had not been able to 
see this stranger's face. It grew dark, and the wind pulled at 
me. The moon was full,· I could see the odd shadows iicast. 
S udden!J, I looked around and saw that we were on a path, 
walking through the cosmos. 
Stars swirled around our heads, and a comet flashed past, 
leaving us walking in its fiery wake. Our path became steep, 
sloping downward, and soon we came to the end. And that is 
what it was, the end. After that point, the path stopped. 
There was nothing but emptiness. I could see a forest far 
below us. I could see the whole world spreading out beneath 
us, and I wondered what would happen next. 
'This is where you must go," the figure said. 
'What do I do now?" I asked. 
"You jump. If you begin to fall, do not worry, you will be 
sqfe." 
I became frightened in this moment of abandonment. 
'54re you just going to leave me here?" 
'1 must wait for you to take this final step. We shall meet 
again." 
And as the figure turned to leave, I saw his face. It was The 
Son. He started to leave, so I ran after him. 
Everyman steps into the River. The River pays little 
mind. Everyman cannot stop the River from flow-
mg. 
But before I could catch him, he was gone, Everyman con-
tinues. I stepped up to the edge and peered over, clouds moved 
slow!J as the wind blew. I stepped over. 
My first thought was to close my ryes, but I couldn't; the 
world, that life, was just too beautifuL I saw the cloud bank 
rushing up at me, and past me, but then my descent slowed. 
Bright patches of s~ continued driftingpast me as I glided, 
and when I had passed through the atmosphere I could see 
the trees waving back and forth, in silent sereni!J. 
The River grows deeper around him, engulfing his 
waist. He continues to stumble deeper, the River 
continues to flow. Somewhere far upstream the 
branch finally breaks away and begins its long jour-
ney to the sea. It is a journey all things must make. 
I landed in a small clearing, and soon I heard someone ap-
proaching.from the forest around me. And I could see him. 
He was there with me. Do you understand, River? The Fa-
ther, who you stole from me, had returned. His face, well-
worn and well-remembered, brought back a flood of emo-
tion. He came close and spoke: 
''MY son, wl[y do you mourn for me? I have been released,· I 
am happy." 
"But, Father, you were taken from me. There was so much I 
never got to sqy, never got to tell you. " 
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'1 know, and I wish we had been given that chance, but do 
not weep for me. Live your life. " 
'1 cannot forgive the one who took you from me-the River." 
And it was true; I could not forgive you, River. My hatred 
had grown bryond myself. 
He spins, causing the River to spin with him. The 
River knows not hatred. 
The Father had a message for me, which he told me just 
before he left. He said, 
"Forgive the River, it knows nothing of death. It mere!J 
continues to flow as it has for all time. Goodrye, Everyman. " 
"Father, don't leave me here alone. " 
'1 have to go, but we will see each other again. " 
'1 love you, Father. " 
'54nd I love you, too. " 
And then he was gone, out of my life as quick!J as before. So 
I am here to sqy to you, River, you have taken The Father, 
but I forgive you. And I am sorry. " 
The River flows softly around Everyman's shoul-
ders. The branch continues its journey. 
I forgive you, River. 
The branch moves more quickly. 
And I ask for your forgiveness, please. 
The branch strikes Everyman from behind. He loses 
his balance and is swept deeper into the River. With 
a look to the sky, he realizes the futility of struggle. 
He flows with the River, on his journey to the sea. 
Birds chirp, grass grows. The River continues to 
move; lives flow down that River. 
The Butterfly: 
A Poem for My Bible Class Children 
Elsie Lillian I.vmert 
Each time you see this butterfly 
We hope you will remember 
Some of the thrilling things we learned 
In class since last September. 
You see, each lovely butterfly 
Once crawled upon the earth, 
A hairy caterpillar who 
Thought life of little worth. 
He squirmed along the grass and trees, 
Always thinking, "Don't squash me, please!" 
And then one day he yawned and said, 
"It's time for me to go to bed 
And sleep awhile;" and so he spun 
A warm brown blanket all around 
His hairy bod, and snoo4.ed and~-
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But one glad day - oh, great good news! -
A tiny slit in his cocoon 
Promised excitement vecy soon! 
And sure enough, just bit by bit, 
A butterfly came through that slit! 
And all who watched thought, 
"God how great 
That You could change a crawly thing 
Into a butterfly with wings!" 
Dear boys and girls, oh don't you see? 
God's Word tells us that one day we, 
Who love the Lord, will be changed, too, 
With perfect bodies, all brand new! 
And live forever in Heav'n with Him 
Who ~ for us, and mg again!! 
11 
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skittering, smelling, stalking 
the web of life means death 
to those who are caught 
living on the edge of ... 
screaming, struggling, suffocating 
bound by strings of misery 
wound in grips of absolute darkness 
an insect perishes to the perilous 
jaws of the spider. 
Artwork by Nicole LaPage Schluter 
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A College at Risk Retrospective 
Charles J Kunert, Ph.D. 
N ote: Ten years ago, in April of 1988, I offered a homi!J in The Chapel of the Upper Room entitled ';4 Coffege at Risk." 
It was originai!J presented on the fifth anniversary of the report of the National Commtssion of Exceffence in Education 
entitled ';4 Nation at Risk. " The homi!J called for a return to the core values and traits of Concordia as a college of the 
Lutheran Church; a college dedicated to academic excellence within the framework of the freedom of the Gospel of Jesus 
Chnst. What appears below is a retrospective on that homi!J, an updated version of the original homi!J. It is framed in a 
much more positive view of what Concordia University current!J is doing and anticipates what course it must pursue if it is 
to remain true to its mission. 
Mark 10:15-"I tell you the truth, anyone who will 
not receive the kingdom of God like a little child 
will never enter it." 
April, 1998 marked the 15th anniversary of there-
port of the President's National Commission on 
Excellence in Education. The report, which received 
much media attention, was entided "A Nation at 
Risk." After thoroughly examining the status of 
American public education, the authors of the re-
port concluded that the United States was in dan-
ger of losing its position of power and prestige in 
the world due to an incredible decline in the basic 
skills of students graduating from our elementary 
and high schools. Secretary of Education William 
Bennett, a man who holds five doctorates in vari-
ous fields, immediately called upon the education 
system of American to go "back to the basics." He 
was talking about a return to the traditional empha-
sis on the three "R's"-reading, 'riting, and 
'rithmetic. 
~ ost educators would agree that unless stu-
~.AJ. &. dents understand the basics, they could not 
oe expected to compete with others in the world 
who do. In basketball, coaches recognize the same 
concept. They have a term called "fundies" to de-
scribe those skills that are so fundamental to the 
way the game is played that players without them 
cannot compete. In basketball, the fundies include 
ball handling, passing, shooting, rebounding, and 
defensive footwork. Each year in practice, count-
less athletes are made to repeat these activities over 
and over again until they are perfected. This allows 
the team to progress to more sophisticated tech-
niques found in complicated offensive and defen-
sive plays. Great coaches like John Wooden, Pat 
.-
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Summit, and Dean Smith continually harp on this 
point when they present at coaching clinics. 
Without mastering the fundamentals, neither bas-
ketball players nor schoolchildren will be able to suc-
cessfully compete in their chosen fields of endeavor. 
Today I wish to propose that Concordia University 
continues to be a "University at Risk." We remain 
in danger of losing our ability to compete both as 
an academic institution in the field of higher edu-
cation and, perhaps more importandy, as an instru-
ment of God in battle for the souls of human be-
mgs. 
To be sure, positive strides have been made to reit-
erate and reinforce our central core values in the 
form of our recendy adopted Mission Statement: 
Concordia University is a Christian university which pre-
pares leaders for the transformation of society. A new vigor 
can be observed in the chapel program by any who 
choose to participate with the worshipping com-
munity here. Small group ministry has begun and 
may blossom into a campus-wide, dynamic oppor-
tunity for spiritual growth and renewal. Many stu-
dents seem dedicated to the notion that service to 
others is a more admirable goal in a career than self-
gratification. Faculty and staff members often share 
the importance of their faith with students and oth-
ers. Students, faculty, and staff have been involved 
in joint activities of service to the community. 
Academically, rigorous new assessment procedures 
point the way to curricular improvement. Student 
involvement in hands-on research, creative produc-
tions, and scholarly literary endeavors have trans-
formed the way many students view the education 
endeavor. No longer do they view themselves as 
13 
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mere recipients of information. They have become 
producers of new insights and understandings, real 
sculptors of the shape tomorrow will take. New 
computer-assisted learning technologies are avail-
able to all students and faculty, as a new fiber-optic 
cable has bisected campus. 
I et if we are to remain a dynamic and vibrant entity in the realm of American private higher cation, we must be cognizant of the very real 
dangers posed by a lack of focus on the fundamen-
tal values of our hallowed institution. We must also 
recognize the signs of malaise and indifference to 
those values that are a continuing threat to our vi-
ability. 
·While progress has been made, our job is by no 
means complete. Far too many students, faculty, and 
staff have failed to become a true part of the 
Concordia community in its deepest, spiritual as-
pects. On a good day, perhaps only 10% of the com-
munity gather for corporate worship. Dorm devo-
tions, once a dynamic and vibrant part of the spiri-
tual dimension of life on campus, are relegated to a 
few groups working on a sporadic basis in the pri-
vacy of their rooms. The bold witness to their faith 
by faculty members in the classroom has sometimes 
been replaced by an attempt to avoid offending 
those in the classroom who might not want to hear 
about Jesus. After all, we certainly don't want to end 
up sounding like some televangelist. Rather than 
risking the possibility of giving offense, we remain 
silent. 
In the academic arena, the risks are equally great. 
Increased numbers of students means larger class 
sizes and more papers to grade. The temptation to 
revert to those tried-and-true notes from past pre-
sentations rather than joining the students in ·the 
growth process can be too much to resist. The com-
puter itself offers an opportunity to escape to the 
netherworld of the Internet. Surfing the Web takes 
precedence over scholarly research. We find it is 
much less stressful if we don't challenge the stu-
dents to the highest levels of academic achievement. 
After all, who will know the difference? 
This continuing risk threatens our very existence. I 
am therefore calling on Concordia to return to the 
basics. In this case, the fundamentals which I am 
promoting are not the three "R's" but rather then 
three "T's"- teaching, trusting, and telling. 
Our primary focus as an academic institution must 
be on the venerable profession of teaching. That is 
what we do. It is far too easy to become distracted 
with bureaucratic activities and technological gad-
getry. We must dedicate ourselves anew each day to 
enhancing the art of teaching students and all that 
implies. Each time we plan our day, we must ask 
ourselves as faculty how it is we may improve our 
teaching skills. Students must determine what the 
best course of action is for improving their learn-
ing. The task is never complete. It demands our full-
est attention. It may sound simple, but the art of 
teaching and appropriate learning is not accom-
plished without strenuous effort. 
lflr he text above calls us to a simple, naive trust 
\.!.J.- in the Lord. Perhaps the words of the famous 
hymn put it best: "I am Jesus' Little Lamb." Singing 
this hymn is an admission of our absolute inability 
to figure out God and know Him except by trust. 
Of all the farm animals, the sheep is perhaps the 
least capable of caring for itself. And the lamb is 
totally dependent on the shepherd for its care and 
nurture. A former basketball player of mine who 
raised sheep at home told of the lamb her family 
had to take into the house in order to make sure it 
was properly fed and didn't get lost in the woods. 
Jesus is saying that in our text. Little children are 
similarly dependent on their parents for their direc-
tion and sustenance. And that is how we are to be 
with God. We are to trust. We are called to a com-
plete unabashed recognition of our total depen-
dence on God for everything we are and do. There 
is no need to get sophisticated about the idea; no 
need to couch it in the flowery language of theol-
ogy. Trust, if it is to be fundamentally sound, must, 
first and foremost, be simple and child-like. As chil-
dren turn over all of their cares and worries to their 
parents, we should do the same with our lives, turn-
ing them over completely to God's care and guid-
ance. 
Finally, the third fundamental I call for a return to 
is tel/in g. Jesus directs us plainly in Matthew 10:32, 
''Whoever acknowledges me before me, I will ac-
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knowledge before my Father in heaven. But who-
ever disowns me before men, I will disown him 
before my Father in heaven." In order for us to be 
true to our Mission Statement and be known as a 
"Christian university," we must be ready to make a 
bold proclamation of Jesus as our Lord to all around 
us. This is particularly true in the recruitment pro-
cess. If we do not tell prospective students in loud, 
strong terms who we are and, more importantly, 
whose we are, we have no right to cill ourselves a 
Christian university. If we do not share our personal 
faith with our students in plain and uncompromis-
ing terms, we should not exist as an institution, for 
we will have failed our mission. 
lf.7r eaching, trusting, and telling-the three T's 
\.!.J.- that can truly make us great. To proceed with-
out due care of these fundamentals places us at great 
risk. 








set up so 
i am more important than you 
not to mention 
our gods 
our trademarks 
our brand names 
how can it be known 
whether i ask the question or whether it is you 
i know i am not your opposite 
but it might be i am your complement 
it is even conceivable that you and i 
we are the same 
it matters not who asks 
but you andi 
we both 
we all must seek the answers 
15 
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'}l daisy came through a small crack in the ~ She rose from the bench; her tired legs carried 
~eserted sidewalk. Its presence was no- h~r to the lon~ly £lowe~. Her small, delic~te hands 
ttced by an old woman sitting on the bus rSfJa.. ptcked the datsy from 1ts unnatural envtronment 
stop bench. Her caring blue eyes stared at the COrj)5 and lifted it to her nose. The sweet scent was that 
white petals; their soft color and delicate frame~ of her wedding bouquet. Their aroma reached h~r 
brought back old memories. At six years old her~ nose as she approached her handsome groom. His 
stubby fingers pulled out their satin texture, one ~ hand.s were still trembling, and his smile still so 
b "H 1 H 1 ~ genume. y one. e oves me, e oves me not." His freck-
led face transfixed in her mind with hopes that c£il:2_ 
the result would come true. W 
A tear rolled down her sun-worn face. On the day 
he was buried, she placed a daisy on his still and 
quiet hands and imagined the smile . 
. Ten years later, his freckles had diminished. All ~Th b · d d h d · h Th . · W e us arnve , an s e ro e 1t orne. e spe-
s~e non:ed w~en he stood at he~ ~oorstep was cial flower needed a special place, and there is 
~ ~enwne s~e and the fifteen daistes he grasped ~ where I found it, in my grandmother's photo ai-
m his trembling hands. bum next to their wedding picture. 
-----------------~-----------------
As we spin 
round and round All I see is your 
beautiful face All else is a blur 
Your shining eyes Dancing pierce mine 
We look into the depths of each other 
I love what I see 
All else is a blur 
Pam VanDenBroek 
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Oh, you 
King of the Koac;J.;.l\ 
King Pleasure. 
.f.· 
Kihd of :Love 
.. . "' . 
you may ask. 
of the Gypsies, 
EmJ?eror of Ice Cream. 
vottdc::rfill multifarious, salubrious, 
of a guy, you. 
Artwork by Deanna Ellis 
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Stephanie Hopkins Hughes 
Hiroshima was only the beginning. 
Since then the bomb has been going off in us, 
in all of us, all of the time. 
Waking, sleeping, cooking, eating, 
loving, dreaming, it's going off ... 
exploding in slow motion, in very, very slow motion, 
blowing away our ideas of who we are, 
of where we came from, of where we are going, 
blowing away the past, blowing away the future. 
Something is gone in our hearts that was not gone 
in the hearts of our fathers. 
We no longer hear the glory in the anthem. 
It merely feeds our death wish. 
We swallow it in bits with our morning coffee. 
Today the Italian prime minister was blown away. 
Yesterday it was a piece of the president's skull. 
Our children pray for it as they chant the magic mantra, 
"by the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air .. . " 
We wish it would hurry up, 
end the hunger, end the injustice, 
back to zero, return to Go. 
Bang. Boom. 
Perhaps the bomb is the riddle of the Sphinx, 
the great test, the four swords flashing at the gates of Paradise, 
the dragons of prehistory, the face of the Medusa 
Oook at it and you turn to bone), 
the plagues of the Middle Ages 
(ring a ring of rosies, pocket full of posies ... ), 
the thunderbolt of Zeus, the Minotaur, devouring youths and maidens. 
We protect ourselves by refusing to believe in it. 
We shield ourselves with ignorance. 
Click, we change the channel. 
Shiva, Shiva, all fall down. 
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to you ... 
Tim Winterstein 
All the thoughts I want to get down 
Sometimes it feels like I could drown in them 
Do you know what I mean? 
Have you felt the way I feel? 
The blandness of it all 
Sometimes it gets to me 
The cruelness of it all 
Sometimes I just don't see 
Did I mention I love you? 
You could probably tell 
Did I mention I hate you? 
This little taste of hell 
The sickness of it all 
It makes me want to cry 
The blindness of it all 
Why do I even tty? 
And then I realize the truth 
You aren't the original 
You're just a fake 
You never were 
I always knew 
You say it's depraved 
I know it's true 
It's a good thing we don't look forward ... to the Present. 
19 
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Clear words sung in a tune 
as sweet as the songs of lonely sirens 
caught the wanderings of my mind. 
I thought of you 
then 
As the words poured over my being 
washing me clean of my emptiness, 
I saw your image 
rising from 
hungering mists of my questing heart 
a mere suggestion of possibility. 
Aching desire spoken in verse 
as daring as the poems of artful masters 
reflects the flutters of my imagination. 
I thought of you 
then 
As my passion rose beyond my control 
overwhelming my reasoned logic 
I remembered your face 
dancing upon 
suppressed memories of my daydreams. 
Comrade 
Beth Ann Amerson 
Comrade, 
We have been through the battle together; 
Back to back, 
Fighting for position: 
Your heel has braced my lunge. 
My arm has lent yours strength; 
Each hoarse throat has cried warning 
of unexpected blows. 
Comrade, 
We are through the battle alive-· 
Me, and you, 
Soldiers of good fortune: 
We lock hands in a pact, 
A covenant of brothers; 
Our spirits have been melded in 
the crucible of war. 
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Spectator Sport 
]iff Koehler 
In surreal blue glow 
of Wyoming winter evening, 1969, 
a supersurreal blues 
plays across cathode ray-set-
basso profundo Cronkite 
and the dancing generals 
telling the word to nine-year-old me. 
Flickering napalm horrors, 
interpretive dance of juggernauts, 
crushing weight of Glory 
counted out in bodies 
87 lost on our team 
324 on theirs- whoever they 
are--dispossessed in their own land. 
My land is 1V-land, where 
2+2=5. Cheering our side, 
I ate the bait with 1V dinner. 
In the wings, 
Goebbels laughing his ass off. 
Photograpqy by Ayako Watanabe 
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Fahrenheit 351: Towards a Healthy World View 
Stephanie Hopkins Hughes 
(' o, why "healthy"? When in search of a world view, 
U shouldn't the criteria be "realistic"? 
Well, it would seem that "realistic" doesn't do too much 
for us. The Russians who played ball with Stalin were 
being "realistic." The Jews who didn't organize and fight 
back when the Nazis began rounding them up were be-
ing "realistic." The Hollywood screenwriters who played 
ball with Senator McCarthy in the 50s were being "real-
istic." The legislators in our own state who are pressing 
for new prisons are being "realistic." 
If we watch or listen to the news every day, we get more 
than enough "realism": the Oklahoma City bombing, 
the Unabombet, the mass graves in Bosnia, the gold 
hoarded by the Nazis in Switzerland; the latest victims 
of violence in Belfast and Hebron, plus all the rapes, 
murders, and horrific vehicle accidents within a three-
state area. Do we really need to know more about war, 
about terrorism and genocide, about Hitler, Stalin, or 
Slobovan Milosevic, than we already know? 
Then why are we studying these things in school? 
There is a level of horror that when reached can't be 
' ' 
topped. When people reach that level, they must find 
relief somehow- through denial (denying the Holocaust 
has become a major issue) or through escape- by chang-
ing the subject, changing the channel, or through drink, 
drugs, or violence of their own. Yet in spite of denial 
and escape, the stuff still sticks. The sounds of explo-
sions, of sobbing, of screams: " ... at first it was unbear-
able. Then you got used to it"; the scenarios of execu-
tions, of rapes, of tortures; these adhere to the psyche 
and cannot be erased; and they linger, to rise up again 
and confront precious moments of sweetness: the em-
brace of a child; the pleasures of good company; as if 
to say, this friend would betray you were this Stalin's 
Russia; this child wouldn't be lying dead at your feet, her 
legs blown off, were this Vukovar. 
The sweetness of life is contaminated by the ineradi-
cable bitterness of the "realism" that is brought to us 
every day on television and in the newspapers. The com-
munal violence we call war is certainly not new, but our 
direct perception of it via the media is new, and although 
it doesn't bring the bombs crashing in through our win-
dows, it brings them crashing into our psyches, to wound 
our vision of life, our "world view," perhaps with dan-
gerous consequences. 
22 
Of what use is this knowledge to us? It eats away at our 
vision of the world as a place where good things can 
happen. More than anything, it eats away at our ability 
to trust, for in the face of this sensory avalanche of 
violcence from around the world we feel ourselves small 
' 
unimportant, powerless. Before we had CNN bringing 
all the wars of the world into our private lives, we could 
choose whether to respond or not to the troubles on 
our block or in our home town. But who can fix the 
problems in Belfast? Who can save the Indians of 
Chiapas? 
What earthly good does it do us to come to class to 
learn that humanity has been violent for a long time; 
that evil sits at the councils of power; and, worst of all 
and most deadly, that there is no end in sight? What are 
the students of Humanities 351 supposed to do with 
this information? a) commit suicide b) blame the Jews 
c) increase their intake of alcohol on the weekends d) 
stop watching the news altogether e) all of the above f) 
none of the above. 
And if "none of the above," then what are we supposed 
to do with this overload, this avalanche, of frightening, 
paralyzing, deadly information, once we've handed in 
our quiz and gone home? 
Nor do the lighter works in this course, films such as My 
Sweet Village, or novels such as Like Water for Chocolate, 
mitigate the overall messages of horror. Indeed, on the 
level where all things are equal, they can only make them 
more real and more absurd by comparison. For just as 
Burnt ry the Sun frames its fearful betrayal with the sweet-
est kind of familial love, we would feel no surprise at all 
if the two members of the Soviet construction crew 
that go dancing off together at the end of My Sweet Vil-
lage, are blown to kingdom come just before the credits; 
or conversely, if the film director in After the Rain were 
to rise from the ground, strip off his bloody shirt, and 
join his townsfolk in some ancient festival dance. 
() P f e have become numbed by a media wherein real-
·' Y\1 ity and fiction, tragedy and comedy, are blended 
by film editors into an undifferentiated continuum of 
the absurdly horrible, the horribly absurd. 
It was good to read Vaclav Havel's book, Disturbing the 
Peace, but better still to hear his story, to know that this 
message was the real fruit of a real struggle; to meet, at 
least once during the semester, another brand of real-
ism-a real hero, although Havel himself says that there 
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are no heroes. Because Havel is good and brave and true 
to what he believes, we can believe that there may be 
others who are good, and true and brave. The Havels of 
this world are the antidote to the Hitlers the Stalins and 
' ' 
the Milosevics. 
But alas, why only one? Why, out of all the books and 
movies and lectures, does only this one hero emerge? 
Why do we study Hitler and Stalin, and not Raoul 
Wallenberg or the Jews who organized the Warsaw 
ghetto? (I asked, and was told, ''Because they failed." 
Was Hitler, then, a success?) Why do we focus on the 
villains of history, and not the heroes? Where are the 
busts of Thomas Jefferson or Abraham Lincoln, the stat-
ues of Joan of Arc, which used to decorate our public 
buildings? Why so much "realism"? Why so little "hero-
ism"? 
It is true that our culture is in a state of shock from 
events of the past hundred years or so, and that after the 
loss of faith in the "eternal" verities which followed the 
two world wars, we numbly followed Kafka, Hemingway, 
Becket, Camus, Kerouac, Didion, et al., into a sort of 
miserable prison-yard of existentialism, in which such 
notions as heroism are food for sarcastic jokes, in which 
the heroes of the past are seen as hypocrites, self-serv-
ing cynics (drunks, neurotics, libertines), or, Heaven help 
us, failures! 
('71 re we really willing to pursue this existential 
~ nightmare into the final "realism," a Twilight 
of the Gods with no fish left in the oceans, where beaches 
mean skin cancer, and what wilderness there is left has 
become a place where the government maintains its se-
cret munitions factories? 
It is time for the intellectual establishment of the west 
to wake up, shake off its existential megrims, and get 
down to the real business of the day, which is saving the 
planet--our good earth, its mountains, rivers, oceans, 
animals, forests, and people. For that we need leaders, 
leaders we can trust; and that means heroes! 
Heroes are not saints, yet to deny them their true status 
because they are not perfect is not only foolish, it is dan-
gerous, as our sickening slide into the black hole of total 
cynicism and hopelessness so manifestly demonstrates. 
Thomas Jefferson is held in light esteem today because 
he kept slaves; Abraham Lincoln has lost his status be-
cause he may have been a manic depressive. Woodrow 
Wilson, FDR, JFK are known more now for their de-
fects than their accomplishments. Did these defects af-
fect in the slightest the roles they played in the life of 
our culture, or affect the ways in which they rose to the 
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national occasion? Saints are heroes who lead us upward, 
or inward, which is, of course, necessary and good. But 
there are times when more worldly heroes are needed, 
and certainly if there ever was such a time, it is now! 
We can't make heroes. We can't plant them like corn, or 
plan them like sales campaigns. But we can encourage 
them, and the only way we can do that is by caring our-
selves about the heroes of the past, by teaching our young 
people about them, about what it means to be a hero; 
and what is perhaps even more important, but showing 
them that we won't forget, that we won't denigrate, ignore, or 
purposely foul the image of those who lived and died 
for truth, justice, humane public institutions, and uni-
versal suffrage. A healthy world view is, must be, one 
that includes heroes, for how on earth can we "prepare 
leaders for the transformation of society" (Concordia 
University Mission Statement) without the example and 
the inspiration of the heroes who have transformed so-
ciety in the past, and whom we have to thank for what is 
good, just and hopeful in our lives today? 
Schools should be the natural spawning grounds of the 
sorts of heroes we need so desperately now, thinkers 
and writers, poets and artists, who can create for us im-
ages of a future £illed with clean air and water; afford-
able and non-polluting energy (even now ready and wait-
ing to be implemented by a government no longer un-
der the thumb of the fossil fuel industry); sensible popu-
lation management; officials elected by methods that 
leave them with no allegiance to venal interest groups; 
and an international government based on democratic 
principles tested by two hundred years of experience 
with a government of, by and for the people; an interna-
tional government with sufficient police powers to con-
trol violence whenever it bursts out along national and 
ethnic boundaries; and with effective programs to heal 
the emotional wounds that both are caused by, and that 
in turn cause, these outbreaks; wounds that have been 
festering unattended for centuries. 
C an w~ do this? Of course we can! Humans can do anything they must; anything they will set their minds 
to; as history clearly shows, if we only choose to read it 
in this light. 
We have made progress! We no longer boil people in 
oil- after cutting off their private parts and stuffing them 
in their mouths- for not being in perfect agreement with 
us on all points of religious doctrine; we no longer coun-
tenance slavery--on the official level, at least-either 
of dark-skinned peoples, or of our own sisters, mothers 
and daughters; we no longer believe that kings are di-
23 
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vine; we no longer think it appropriate for children to 
work twelve-hour days. 
Within our own time, we never thought the public 
would awaken to the truth about the Vietnam War; 
we never thought the world would awaken to the dan-
gers of the arms race; we thought we'd never see an 
end to the Cold War; we never thought to see South 
Africa find a workable political balance; we never 
thought we'd see the Berlin Wall come down. But all 
these things have happened; and although not all have 
happened in a perfect way; and although the balance 
has shifted towards the dark side in some ways, in 
some very important ways the balance has shifted 
towards the light. 
It may be that the world will simply always be half 
dark/half light, half good/half evil, and that our pur-
pose here is to differentiate between the two, and then 
to choose the light, and to fight for it, knowing that 
dark will always follow in our wake. When Jesus said, 
"Get thee behind me, Satan," what did he mean? Was 
it, perhaps, I cannot eliminate you from the world, 
Satan, but I can choose not to make you my focus. I 
can choose hope over despair, good over evil, heroes 
over villains. Get thee behind us, Satan. Get thee behind 
us, Hitler, Stalin, Slobovan Milosevic. As the old spiri-
tual says, "I ain't gonna study war no more." 
And now, Vaclav Havel, Raoul Wallenberg, Abraham 
Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Joan of Arc, Elizabeth 
Fry, get thee where I can see you, know you, be in-
spired by you, believe once again in the human race, 
believe in myself, believe that life is meant to be beau-
tiful, and that it is not absurd, but, on the contrary, 
.rich with meaning and with promise. 
Famous in Russia 
Jillian Meredeth Olsen 
On March 30, 1997, I embarked on a journey to another 
country to host an English Camp. I taught in classrooms 
and spread the word of God to people who had never 
been exposed to the writings or teachings of Jesus Christ 
The months of learning a religious performance and vari-
ous words and phrases in Russian did not nearly prepare 
me for the effect this trip had on my faith, my oudook on 
life, and my heart I realized how spreading the word of 
God should be done through actions, not only by using 
words. I realized that sacrificing my time and anything I 
can is so worthwhile. I watched the faces of those who 
had not yet come to Christ soften and change while watch-
ing our play and listening to our testimonies. I realized 
how sacrifices should be made without looking for grati-
tude. All of my experiences were important and mean-
ingful, but the ones I have chosen to write about are the 
ones that stand out in my mind. 
Until this particular incident, I had never fully realized 
how self-involved people could become without Jesus 
Christ in their lives. A group of us were sitting on the 
Metro on our way to Leningrad to teach classes on "rec-
onciliation." An elderly woman who could barely get onto 
the train by herself got onto the car. I looked around, 
and no one was offering a seat to her. The woman couldn't 
possibly hold onto the bar and manage to stand; the jerk-
ing start of the vehicle would have made her fall over. I 
rose from my seat and motioned to her to take it I couldn't 
speak her language, nor she mine, yet she thanked me 
with her eyes. Her solemn face had turned into a smile 
for one brief and precious moment I felt I had done a 
heroic thing, a chivalric deed, but all I did was give up my 
seat I realized that showing how God works can be simple. 
Spreading the word of God has no real spoken language; 
there are many ways to go about it 
I never thought of myself as a famous individual until I 
was used as a tool for God. As my group and I were on 
the Metro, I anticipated the reactions of those I would 
soon influence. We rose from our seats, and as soon as 
the curtains were drawn we were adorned with smiling 
faces and warm applause. We proceeded with our perfor-
mance, and ditecdy afterwards, with not even a moment 
to remove our gloves, we were swarmed with many chil-
dren who were demanding autographs from us and wav-
ing little spiral pads in our faces. I was honesdy shocked 
and a little bewildered. I am not a famous person, my 
autograph is not of importance, yet I signed the note-
books and gave tons of hugs to many children I had 
reached I suppose Hollywood will not use me anytime 
soon, but God used me to reach the hearts of many, and 
being famous in God's eyes is the best fame there is. My 
autograph is everywhere in Mother Russia, in many little 
notebooks, and my presence is in many memories over 
there. I guess I am famous! 
All of these instances were special and memorable ones. 
The time I spent in Russia opened my heart to new expe-
riences, ones that can never be equaled. 
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• ••• Reclining 
in the 
Woodlands 
Hemlocks sifting sunlight 
speckling me with warmth 
Gentle moss upholding my body 
floating me in a sea of sphagnum 
During moments alone with my forest 
we swap secrets aloud+ I expel my contentment 
through laughter and the trees respond 





Another Stubby Bomar 
Christine Weiler 
My hands are wide at the bottom 
And narrow at the top. 
"Musically inclined" is what my palmistry book says. 
But small, chubby hands 
That barely span the octave 
And short, stubby fingers 
Not willing to move through Mozart's trills 
Make me wonder. 
After thirteen years, the left hand (traitor) 
Still refuses to play viola with vibrato 
Or shift to third position with any grace 
And the fingers will not reach 
Across the guitar's five strings. 
My mother must have known. 
She taught me to sing. 
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Over and Under 
MichaelS chultz 
Over the lips, under the table, 
I'm not able, 
To speak a decent sentence, 
To be a fool's apprentice, 
I just lie here in a stupor, 
Feeling kind of super, 
Feeling kind of low. 
Under the table, up in the sky, 
Don't know why ... 
I feel like I'm small 
Am I here at all? 
Am I the tail of a comet, 
Or someone soaked in vomit? 
I just don't know. 
25 
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Half a Man 
rk::w~f;}§i~- · ~ 
A grief-ridden man, gun on his back 
His struggl~sl~ci ~~~yY h~:~~tP~ p¢~ri~ ci~c~ 
The book he holds of holy wni; 
fJ:e mq~tqont!n~e;tHe·c~p,no~- q~~" ·.~ · -, 
His' raggeCl ja~~et;··his/~reacfler'~ ·bonkl· 
A former man of the cloth 
~b~:~ej~cted a~~i n2~9-~:r_j~ 
Leaving the flames of chastisement behind 
:-:fl!s wild hair, his. :-sk:i~ny fram~ ·;.. 1 ;; 
· •'LbadJd;down wi~fi ~c~rn and Bhuh~ 
Twice a Man 
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The Cross 
johnMurrqy 
Born into a life of suffering and pain 
This is the lot that I was given 
But not just me, don't get me wrong 
For each of you receives the same. 
This isn't from some prejudgment 
Where God looks down and says, 
"This one is funny." 
Nor is it just because there is no God 
To give good to few and evil to many. 
No, sin is evil and ever-ptesent, 
Starting with Adam and ending in 
Heaven. 
Its talons take hold from the instant you're 
made 
From that first second the evil is placed. 
"So, where is God?" is the question you pose 
As little kids die before they are ten years old. 
"How can you presume to say there's a God 
When evil is ruling, and victory is against the odds?" 
It is easy to overlook the presence of God 
And even easier to throw in the towel. 
What's the point of trying to fight 
When there seems to be no end in sight? 
Day to day I face these questions 
Whether in my mind or from some other direction. 
I sit and ponder, think and pray. 
Hoping beyond hope to have the answer some day. 
And yet I overlook the simple fact 
That Jesus faced this question in his life's task. 
He came not only to salvage the sinner, 
But also to show us the presence of God when 
we suffer. 
Fal l 1998fl The Promethean 
We always, as people, tend to look at the sky 
And say God I'm suffering, why oh why 
Haven't you saved me and made my life easier, 
Taken away the pain, made my work much simpler. 
It is then that He looks at us, not 
from on high 
But nailed to the cross, 
sentenced to die. 
"Look at me now, I suffer 
while you do, 
But more importantly, I suffer 
for you. 
"You suffer pain and death in 
everyday life 
I suffer pain and die today that you 
might have life. 
The price I pay is the one you cannot, 
The debt I claim is the one you must not. 
"For you see suffering, and you see pain, 
Why you have no hope, I cannot explain. 
I hang on the cross to bring you life 
But also to suffer with you through your life." 
So now when I suffer what seems in vain 
Or go through seemingly unnecessary pain. 
I know that Christ did much more in one day 
That I could ever understand or explain . 
All I know is the love that is expressed 
Through the actions of a God, who knew my 
distress. 
And decided in mercy, grace and love 
To sacrifice himself, God descended from above. 
27 
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Of Hope 
Tim Winterstein 
My frustration always continuing 
It overturns all of the peace I seek 
Stress continually extenuating 
It tends to make everything seem bleak 
In the blindness of the darkest mid-night 
When all is naught and the skies seem empty 
Total depravity is what I fight 
Hope and faith become insufficiency 
One lives to steal the peace I long for . 
To steal my eyes and cut out my tongue 
These burdens kill me; my back is so sore 
The pieces of my mind are so far-flung 
But as long as I keep my eyes on You 
I'll never lose sight of my narrow path 
As long as my gaze is focused on You 
I will always have a reason to laugh 
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~ouLJ fge Contributors 
f]~ ~n ~rso1LJ is a transfer student enrolled in the Secondary 
education program. ,Literature is her passion! 
'Coni C!JristensetU is a senior Social <"Work major wlw likes people and fDave 
~tthews. 
£enor~ € 0ma1LJ is on staff at Concordia. She is also an Jnterdisciplinary 
Studies major looking toward studying linguistics. 
f])eanna €llis has always wanted to work with marine mammals as a career, but 
art is also something she enjoys a great deal. ~ a results, her parents always 
thought she should draw marine mammals for a living. 
C]Jarlo~ 6vense1LJ is an english major wlw will graduate in flJecember and 
plans to serve in mission work. 
ZJam~ .2-/asenkamp is a Secondary €ducation/ lAnguage ~rts major from 
Scappoose, Oregon. She likes riding unicycles and speaking Swahili in her 
spare time. 
Stepjan~ 2lopkins 2ll!.'J!Jes is studying 2lumanities and ,Literature at 
Concordia. She is the editor of 71u Oxfordian. 
ZJ4/ .J.<offiler grew up in CWyoming and 2-Jebraska, living in numerous small 
towns in several states before graduating high sclwol. 2le attended 
7Jalparaiso 'University and (jlall State 'University before starting a teaching 
position in <.Y/rizona. 2le currently resides in %rtland, teaches writing, and 
plays music. 
C!Jarles 3· .1<unerL> is flJean of Concordia 'University's College of <.Ylrts and 
Sciences. 
€ls~ ,CilliatU .1<unerL> is the mother of Charles .::Kunert. She still enjoys 
poetry at the age of 87. 
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~ouL> !9e Contributors 
2Jiecu-' ~OJiBal plays basketball for flu Concordia Cavaliers. She is an 
elemmtary education major from Oxnard, California. 
l}Oj1LJ c...Murra}h is a Pre-Seminary major with a video game addiction. 
ZJillia1LJ c...MereiJef!j Olse1LJ is a freshman english major who aspires to a 
career in journalism. 
2JicoJe.._; £aPJ!qe Sc!Jluter is an education major from Olympia, CWashington. 
c...Mic]lael Sc!Jultz!5 flu poetry editor for 7k ~romdhean. 2-le spends his free 
time chasing squirrels and generally making a nuisance of himself. 
ZJ£!91LJ 7!Jomas Stanolelh is a soplwmore english major and new father. ]ou 
can e-mail him at stratman@>internetcds.com. 
5l<are1LJ 7}Jomps01LJ is a junior in the elementary education program. She is 
from 7Jancouuer, CWashington, and has been writing poems, songs, and 
essays since she was in third grade. One of her poems, ":Knowing," has been 
published in <.JWorning Song by the !:National ,Library of~oetry. 
PattL> 7Jan\DenfJ3ro~ was born and raised in Cordova, ~laska. She is 
pursuing a Secondary education/'J3iology degree and plays basketball for flu 
Concordia Cavaliers. 
~yako ().(}afanabe-' is a sophomore Psychology major and a regular 
contributor to 7k ~romethean with her photography. 
C]lristine-' <Weiler would love to play piano, but she feels constantly thwarted by 
short fingers. She is a junior studying Secondary education/ ,Language ~rts. 
'iittL> CWinterstei1LJ is 19 years old. 2-le is on flu ~postolic track of flu 
~re-Seminary program. "7kre are only two kinds of people in the end: 
'Dwse who say to Bod, '7hy will be done,' and those to wlwm Bod says, in 
flu end, '7hy will be done.' " 
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Announcetnents 
THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE 
IN ETHICS 
1999 ESSAY CONTEST 
SUGGESTED THEMES 
• Discuss ethics based on a personal experience 
• VVhy are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations? 
• Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text 
or p ublic policy issue 
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES 
DEADLINE: JANUARY 22, 1999 
No more than three ( 3) essays from the same college, university or campus will 
be considered in any one contest year. Essays must be accompanied by a letter 
on school stationeT)' verifying eligibility according to our guidelines. 
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000 SECOND PRIZE: $2,500 
THIRD PRIZE: $1,500 
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH 
ENTRY FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMATION 
Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 18, 1998 to: 
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics 
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity 
450 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1920 
New York, NY10017 
This information is also available online through FastWEB 
(Financial Aid Search Through the WEB) at www.fastweb.com. 
Fall 19981! The Promethean 
EXCELLENT 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! 
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600 • $800 every week 
Free Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 
1375 Coney Island Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
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If you're under 21 and you get caught driving with 
any alcohol in your blood, you'll be relying on your 
walking shoes to get around. 
Blow over .00 on a breath test and you'll automati-
cally lose your license, if you're under 21. And then 
you'll be walking it off- for a long time. So don't drink 
and drive. 
Drive Sober. The Way to Go. 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
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Graduation Announcements! 
These were a popular feature in our last spring issue, so we are again offering the opportunity for you to 
place a Graduation Announcement in the Spring 1999 Promethean. This is the only campus publication 
currently being produced, so make your grads happy and get their names in print! You will receive a 
complimentary copy. If you wish to place an announcement for your spring graduate, please fill out the 
following form completely. Fill out a separate form for each announcement (you may make a single 
payment to cover multiple announcements). You may contact me at (503) 280-8680 or e-mail to 
dhotz@cu-portland. edu. Thank you- Dove Hotz, Editor. 
Price is $15 for a 118-page ad. Please fill out a separate form for each announcement. 
Mail completed form to: 
Dove Hotz 
Concordia University 
2811 NE Holman 
Portland, OR 97211 
Deadline: 
April6! 
YourName: __________________________________________________________ __ 
Mailing Address:-------------------------------------------------------
Your Phone Number (including area code): ------------------ --- --- -
Amount enclosed ($15.00 per ad times total number of ads): ______________ _ 
(check or money order only, payable to Concordia University; no cash or credit cards) 
Graduate's Name:-----------------------------------------------------
Your Message (80 letters maximum): -------------- --------
Font choices. Check one font only, but you may mix bold, underline, and italic, except where noted. 
Indicate formatting with your message: We will make the writing as large as possible to fill the space. 
D "Times Roman." The classic. 
D "Impact" Strang I oak. Na bald ar Italics. 




a® @ ~........ ~ mmm 
D "RubyScript" Elegant No italics. 
D UHtllfdztro,fe," Ct18llt1/ look. No ittllicz, 
.... 
FOR YOUR 
GRADUATION DAY ... 
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